ALLM Recent Speaking Engagements – Thomas Mackie
Thomas Mackie, Director of the ALLM, spoke twice in July on the Lincoln Administration in 1862. The first address was given on July 14th at the Civil War reenactment in Wise, VA, and included the travel Exhibit from the ALLM In the Shadow of the Pinnacle: Action at the Cumberland Gap. The second event was the Kingsport, TN, “Fun Fest” event A Civil War Evening on July 16th. The address included the traveling exhibit of the USS Monitor and John Warden.

Figure 1 Addressing the guests at the Wise, Virginia Civil War Reenactment. Museum exhibit in background

Figure 2 USS Monitor and John Warden Collection at ALLM
For more than 100 years Americans have seen Abraham Lincoln portrayed on television, in motion pictures, or as a shill for hundreds of products. Lincoln’s roles have varied from comic, to high-drama, to slapstick, and buffoonery. The 16th president is a heroic figure, but even more so he is a universal character—so familiar to Americans that they only need see the beard, top hat, or lanky frame to identify him. Steven Wilson, Assistant Director/Curator, Abraham Lincoln Library and Museum, delivered a talk titled *Myth and Movies—The Story of Abraham Lincoln* on August 2nd at the ALLM. This included a guide tour of the exhibit Lincoln at the Movies.

Hundreds of actors have played Lincoln. Henry Fonda, Raymond Massey, Dann Florek, Johnny Carson, and even Hulk Hogan. This exhibit examines the actors, Lincoln, and the movies that expanded or challenged, the traditional view of Abraham Lincoln.

Using a combination of artifacts, facsimiles, photographs, posters, scripts, and other items, Abraham Lincoln at the Movies examines Lincoln, and his impact on the silver and small screen.
Lincoln at the Movies opened officially March 30

Myth and Movies—The Story of Abraham Lincoln Presented at ALLM Cont.

Photos and information submitted by Thomas Mackie
The ALLM, the Tennessee Civil War National Heritage Area (TCWNHA), and the Cumberland Gap National Park Friends of the Park have teamed together to produce a three-part DVD series on the Civil War in the Cumberland Gap. Historical advisors for the project include Dr. Earl Hess and Dr. Bryan McKnight (University of Virginia Wise) and many ALLM staff including Carol Campbell, Steven Wilson, and Thomas Mackie. Filming for the series has taken place in numerous places around the Cumberland Gap region and special sites including Wilderness Road State Park and the Museum of Appalachia.

1. Steven “Lee Van Cleef” Wilson waiting his turn for filming at the LMU campus.
2. Marvin Greer portraying African American “Samuel” murdered near the end of the Civil War filmed at Museum of Appalachia.
3. Cara Mackie and Noah Johnson portraying a sister and brother in the Civil War—filmed at Wilderness Road State Park.
4. Tom Mackie portraying an investigator interviewing Ken Creswell filming at the Museum of Appalachia.

Information and photos provided by Thomas Mackie.
Busy Summer for ALLM Continued

ALLM Archivist News

- Michelle Ganz, University Archivist and Cataloger, addressed 100 University of Tennessee library science students at the McClung Museum, Friday, August 17th. The talk covered the nature of archival work and historical research. The address helped to promote future partnerships and use of ALLM collections by UT counterparts.

- Michelle Ganz was installed as President of the Lone Rangers Committee of the Society of American Archivists at the annual meeting this year August 8-13 in San Diego, California. She will serve two years on this committee of archivists who all work in smaller institutions as the only staff archivist.

New Exhibit Case for ALLM

A new case was recently purchased by the ALLM. It was funded in part with a grant from the East Tennessee Foundation. It will be used for displaying short term exhibits often designed by our students.
Dr. John D. Harrison is an assistant professor in the Doctor of Education program and the NCATE coordinator for the Carter & Moyers School of Education. Prior to coming to LMU in 2010, Dr. Harrison served as the Director of Human Resources for a multi-state organization, advised multiple leadership committees, and developed training programs incorporating the use of adult learning principles. Beyond his time at LMU, Dr. Harrison's teaching experience includes teaching Undergraduate courses in Business, Educational Psychology, and Leadership for Tusculum College.

Dr. Harrison’s research interests include examining entitlement and consumerism trends in higher education and the practical implications these trends have for policy and practice. Since joining the Carter & Moyers School of Education in 2010, Dr. Harrison has participated in 13 scholarly presentations at national/international conferences including the American Educational Research Association (AERA), chaired round table sessions and served as a reviewer for the AERA and the American Association for Adult and Continuing Education (AAACE) and continues to be an active reviewer with the Multicultural/Multiethnic Education SIG with the AERA. In addition he has published a refereed article with the Journal of Computing in Higher Education and has 2 case studies in press for an upcoming text on leadership theory.

Dr. Harrison received his PhD. in Educational Psychology and Research - Adult Education, with a cognate in Human Resource Development (HRD) from the University of Tennessee - Knoxville, an M.S. in Organizational Change and Leadership from Pfeiffer University, and a B.S. in Business Administration - Human Resource Management from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Dr. Harrison is certified by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) as a Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR).

Dr. Harrison’s accomplishments over the past year are listed on the following page.


Harrison, J. D. (2012). Guiding Perceptions: Using Realistic Previews to Address Consumerism in Graduate Education. 2012 AAACE Conference. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Adult and Continuing Education


Harrison, J. D. (2012). Educator or Marketeer: An Examination of advertising and image in Higher Education. 2012 HICE Conference. Honolulu, HI. Hawaii International Conference on Education.


Harrison, J. D. (2011). Client, Consumer, Customer, or Student: Adult-friendly classrooms and the student consumption of higher education. 2011 AAACE Conference. Indianapolis, IN. American Association for Adult and Continuing Education

Lerma, A. & Harrison, J. D. (2011). ¿Si se puede?: A LatCrit Analysis of inequities in education and implications for Adult Learners. 2011 AAACE Conference. Indianapolis, IN. American Association for Adult and Continuing Education


School of Education News Continued

- Dr. Michael W. Hayes, Assistant Professor of Graduate Education—Counselor Education, presented “Providing Counseling Services as Related Services Under the IDEIA and Section 504” at the West Tennessee Counseling Association’s Annual Conference on June 16th at the University of Memphis.


Photo by Stephanie Maiden

Drs. Jack McCann and Roger Holt received report that their manuscript, “Perceived Leadership Integrity in the Manufacturing Industry” has been published by the Journal of Business Ethics online: DOI: 10.1007/s10551-012-1444-x and will also appear in an upcoming print edition.

Dr. Roy Wilcox, LMU Chemistry Professor, presented his research on Modeling of Pulsatile Non-Newtonian Blood Flow as a Bingham Fluid at the XVI International Congress of Rheology in Lisbon, Portugal during the week of August 5-10, 2012. The meeting had 900 papers presented on the rheology, fluid mechanics, and computational modeling of biological fluids, polymers, industrial fluids, and solid state materials. As a result of shared interests discovered during their presentations at the meeting, Dr. Wilcox and Dr. Jose Karam from the Scientific Computational Institute of Brazil will be collaborating on further developing analytical and numerical models for predicting the effect of blood rheological properties on stresses produced in arterial circulation in branched arteries. Dr. Wilcox has identified blood as a yield stress fluid using a state-of-the-art ARG2 rheometer at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. By using stress from blood pressure, blood yield stress, and viscosity inputs, he has computationally modeled the maximum and average flow velocity in the brachial artery that compares closely to flow velocities obtained by Pulsed Doppler velocimetry for 22 patients. LMU undergraduate research students have made important contributions to this project over the last several years. Joshua Yeary, currently a DCOM medical student, conducted initial studies on blood rheology. Anna Eldridge conducted Doppler Velocimetry and viscosity studies. Zachary Jones, math graduate and currently a graduate student in Computational Biology at MTSU, modeled blood blow with the Bernoulli equation. Aaron McKenna, math and chemistry graduate and soccer team player now attending the University of Aberdeen Oil and Gas Engineering program studied the power law model. Most recently Daniella Wilhoit, senior chemistry major, has made measurements identifying the Bingham model. The pictures (L-R below) show the Belem Cultural Center where the meeting was held, a city view of the Sao Jorge Castle dating back to the 5th century, a trolley in the Alfama district, and a meeting banquet held for 1000 attendees at the Beato Convent built in 1455.

Information and Pictures provided by Dr. Roy Wilcox
Dr. Rebecca Brackmann’s book, *The Elizabethan Invention of Anglo-Saxon England*, has been published by Boydell & Brewer Press. Brackmann is an Assistant Professor of English at LMU. The book’s focus rests on the study of Laurence Nowell (1530-c.1570), author of the first dictionary of Old English, and William Lambarde (1536-1601), Nowell’s protégé and eventually the first editor of the Old English Laws. The book explores how their work furthers our understanding of both the history of medieval studies and the importance of early Anglo-Saxon studies to Tudor nationalism.

Dr. Jacques Debrot

Dr. Jacques Debrot, Assistant Professor, English/Chair, Department of English, will have a collection of 35 flash fictions called *Pulp Fiction* published by Deadly Chaps Publications in September.

In addition, Dr. Debrot’s story, “The Island”, was accepted by the literary journal *JMWW*.

and his stories “Hiding” and “Gold Rush” were accepted by the journal *Wigleaf*.
Dr. Ann Callahan Receives Fellowship

Dr. Ann Callahan, Assistant Professor, Social Work, was awarded a Fellowship-in-Residence at Sewanee University of the South’s School of Theology. Dr. Callahan will receive research consultation and funding to support her work on the integration of spirituality in the provision of social work. In particular, Dr. Callahan explores how social workers can communicate the love of God through their style of engagement in professional helping.

Dr. Callahan’s area of research is focused on determining how to provide spiritually-sensitive hospice care. She has interviewed hospice workers to determine how they assessed spiritual needs and provided spiritual care. Her current research project involves exploring how self-reflection can lead to the experience of relational spirituality. Throughout her work Dr. Callahan has focused on operationalizing spiritual sensitivity and relational spirituality. In addition, she has successfully obtained grant funding, provided professional presentations and completed peer-reviewed journal publications on the subject.

Information and photos provided by Dr. Ann Callahan
I attended the CASE (Council for the Advancement and Support of Education) Annual Conference for Corporate and Foundation Relations Officers in New York in June. This annual conference brings together university grant developers from around the country. It’s an excellent opportunity for continuing education and provides networking with people in the field. Truly the best learning and sharing of information is in the informal round table discussions and other networking events. The speakers are almost always interesting, even if the focus of the session doesn’t totally apply to LMU. The first speaker of the conference was Michael Gilligan, President of the Henry Luce Foundation. He shared several things that are important to the Luce Foundation:

- "Fit" Make sure there is a fit between the project and the foundation funding priorities.
- Clarity of vision. Does the university know where it is going?
- Scale. Will the project make a difference? Does it have the capacity to grow? Can it be duplicated in other settings?
- Quality of leadership at the university and the project itself.
- Is the project embedded in the culture of the institution? Is there commitment from administration?
- Availability of resources.
- Track record of grant accountability and a good system for grant management.

These are excellent points to consider when researching possible funding sources. It is important to first consider the foundation’s guidelines. If the program does fit with the interests of the foundation, issues of leadership, budget and need can be addressed.

Other sessions included the involvement of faculty and staff in the grants process, how to assess the successfulness of a grants office, corporate support and influence, STEM funding, meaningful evaluations, and marketing the mission of the university.

The grant development team at LMU is always available to help with funding for our faculty, staff and students. Please contact Pauline in ORGSP, Marca in DCOM or me in Kresge to help with grant research and writing.
Submissions:

Darnell Arnoult submitted a request to the Surdna Foundation, Cobble Family Foundation for the Appalachian Young Writers’ Workshop.

Jack McCann submitted a request to the Smithfield-Luter foundation for the continuation of the two scholarships to the Learners to Leaders Program.

Kathy Francisco filed a request to CVS Charitable Trust and the Gannett Foundation for the pool lift.

Jack McCann submitted a request to the Eastman Chemical Foundation, NASDAQ and Vulcan Materials Company for the Central Appalachian Center for Economic Development.

Cindy Whitt submitted a request to the Norfolk Southern Foundation to help underwrite the Christmas Festival.

Evelyn Smith submitted a request to the US-Japan Foundation to help underwrite travel expenses for the Kanto program.

Mary Anne Modrcin submitted requests to Publix Super Markets Charities and the Terry and Roseann Douglass Foundation for nursing scholarships.

Received:

Kathy Francisco was awarded $5,000 for a pool lift from the Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation.

The ACA has awarded LMU a grant for a team to attend a seminar on The ARC (Access, Retention and Completion) Institute for Latino Student Success. This initiative is being funded through a grant from the Kresge Foundation. Team members are Brad Bull, Robert Sabbatini, Brylan Erslan, Kayla Huber and Martha Scheidler.

The Community Garden was awarded $500 for supplies from the Wal Mart Foundation/Tazewell Store.

Mary Anne Modrcin received a grant of $3,000 from the Robert Lee Weiss Foundation for a scholarship for a BSN student at Cedar Bluff.
A Note From the LMU Institutional Review Board

Please remember that all research proposals and projects involving human subjects, must have IRB approval prior to the presentation of any information gathered during the course of the research.

Under federal policy, the IRB cannot grant retroactive IRB approval.

For more information regarding the LMU IRB, please visit http://www.lmunet.edu/curstudents/ORGSP/IRB.shtml.

ORGSP Contact Information

pauline.lipscomb@lmunet.edu or call (423) 869-6214

carolyn.gulley@lmunet.edu or call (423) 869-6291

melissa.miracle02@lmunet.edu or call (423) 869-6834

If your grant award, application, presentation, or publication has not been mentioned in this edition, please forward your information to us using the contact information listed.

The ORGSP is located in Duke Hall, Suite 304

As a reminder, all applications for external funding must first begin by contacting the ORGSP.

Thank You!

The ORGSP staff would like to thank everyone for their submissions to the newsletter!